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PHYSICAl GEOGRAPHY
 

1)	 Which of the following sets represent the appropriate sequence of layers in the vertical 
structure of the atmosphere beginning from the ground surface? 
A) Thermosphere, mesosphere, stratosphere, troposphere 
B) Mesosphere, troposphere, thermosphere, stratosphere 
C) Stratosphere, troposphere, mesosphere, thermosphere 
D) Troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere. 

2)	 The theoretical maximum loss of water from an area where there is continuous supply of water 
is known as; A) Evaporation, B) Evapotranspiration, C) Potential evapotranspiration, D) Actual 
evapotranspiration. 

3)	 Which ofthe following statements best defines dew point? A) The altitude at which c10uds begin 
"	 to form, B) The height at which condensation begins in the atmosphere, C) The location where 

dew easily forms on the surface, D) The temperature at which air becomes saturated and excess 
vapour becomes Iiquid. 

4)	 The Adamawa plateau experiences which of the following c1imate? A) The dry tropical c1imate, 
B) the humid tropical c1imate, C) the sahel c1imate, D) the semi desert c1imate. 

5)	 Which of the sets of weather elements below constitutes the strongest determinants of the 
c1imate of a place? A) temperature and precipitation, B) humidity and temperature, C) air 
masses and winds, D) temperature and winds 

'6)	 The c1imate type which is found in the low latitudes, mostly between 10degree to 14 degree 
North and South of the equator is known as? A) tropical continental c1imate, B) tropical 
monsoon climate, C) tropical rainy c1imate, D) sudan c1imate. 

7)	 Which of the following represents the slowest route which rain water dropping from the c10uds 
to the surface would take to reach the ocean? .,	 

A) Stream f1ow, surface detention, overland f1ow, stream, ocean 
B) Over land flow, infiltration, percolation, base f1ow, stream, ocean 
C) Through fall, infiltration, through flow, stream, ocean 
D) Drip, infiltration, through f1ow, lakei river, ocean --. 

8)	 How best can we describe a situation where within the water year, evaporation exceeds 
precipitation? A) soil moisture surplus, B) soil moisture recharge, C) soil moisture deficit, D) field 
capacity. 

9) "Soil creep, landslide, mudflow and rockslide are mass movement types". Which of the above 
mass movement type is less hazardous? A) Mudflow B) Soil creep C) Rockslide D) Landslide 
10) The young fold mountains were formed during' which era? A) The Cenozoic or tertiary 
B) The Mesozoic or secondary C) The Paleozoic or primary D) The Precambrian 

11) A steep-sided volcano formed by accumulation of pyroclastic materials is referred to as 
A) A) Shield volcano B) Cumulo dome C) Ash and Cinder cone D) Composite cone 

12). which of the following plates is sub ducted at the destructive plate margin? 
A) Continental plate B) Oceanic plate C) American plate D) Eurasian plate. 

13) Ali of the following weathering processes are a result of significant variations of temperatures except 
ONE. Identify the exception. A) Block disintegration B) Hydration 
C) Frost shattering D) Granular disintegration. 
14). Ali of the following except ONE are characteristics of a constructive wave. Isolate the odd element. 
A) Swash is greater than backwash B) Backwash is greater than swash 
C) Depositional waves C) Low energy waves 
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15). Which one of the following best explains why the lower course of a river is characterized by high 
deposition of sediments?) A delta sometimes develops in the lower course B) Rapids are rare in the 
lower course C) The velocity of a river reduces in its lower course D) The valley of a river is widest in the 
lower course 
16). The young fold mountains were formed during which era? A) The Cenozoic or tertiary 
B) The Mesozoic or secondary C) The Paleozoic or primary D) The Precambrian 
17)Which of the following terms refers to the soil formation process? A) orogenesis, B) onogenesis, C) 
pedogenesis, D) autogenesis. . 
18)A soil type whose formation and characteristics are greatly determined by c1imate, vegetation and 

the activities ofthe soil fauna is ca lied? A) Parent material, B) vegetation, C) time, D) climate. 
19)What naine is given to a primary succession that develops on either sand dune or a bare rock surface. 
A) xerosere, B) Psamosere, C) lithosere, D) hydrosere. 
20)What is field ca pacity? A) the total amount of water a soil can hold, B) the capacity of the soil to hold 
water, C) the maximum level of water in the soil, D) the maximum amount of water a soil can hold. 
21)Relief affects soil formation through the following except one. A) through gradient, B) slope 
exposure, C) through altitude, D) size of the relief unit. 
22) What is the name given to the other plants that exist beside the climax community? A) 
Conconsiation community, b) sub climax community, c) association community, d) dominant community 
23)The following are ail stages in plant succession except one. A) Colonization, B) competition and 
elimination, C) invasion, D) arrested factors. 
24) What is field capacity. A) the total amount of water a soil can hold, b) the capacity of the soil to hold 
water, c) the maximum level of water in the soil, d) maximum amount of water a soil can hold. 
25) Which is the most important factor determining the formation of soils as weil as the evolution of soil 
over time? A) parent materials, b) vegetation, c) time, D) c1imate. 

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY 
26)T~è geographical, boundary where the least survival conditions prevail is known as A) Ecumene, B)
 
Non ecumene, C) Ecumene frontier, D) Survivallimit.
 
27)Which of the following combinations of factors help most to influence population distribution on the
 
earth's surface A) Climate, relief, vegetation, and presence of minerais. B) Health factor, c1imate, relief,
 

. vegetation C) presence of large markets, c1imate, relief, vegetation D) relief, c1imate, vegetation, 
accessibility. 
28)A situation of zero population growth can best be described as: A) When BR are declining but DR are 
increasing with an average family size of 3, B) when both BR and DR are declining, with an average 
family size of 2 C) When BR and DR are equal and the average number of children per family is 2.3 D) 
when DR and BR are increasing and the number of children per family is 4.2 
29)Which ofthe following group of countries have progressive age -sex pyramid? A) Cameroon, Greece, 
Portugal, Netherlands, B) Cameroon, India , France, Britain C) Cameroon, Nigeria, Kenya, USA D) 
Cameroon, Tanzania, Senegal, Ghana. 
30)What will be the dependence ratio for a country with 6million adults, 1 million young people and 3 
million aged people. DR =(Y+O) A) 130%, B) 16.0% C) 16.0% D~ 66.6%. 
31)Which of these is not a major factor of forced migration? A) drought, B) wars, q unemployment, D) 
religious intolerance. . 
32)Which of the following best describes the regular daily movement of people from their residence to 
their work places and back? A) Daily mobility, B) commuting, C) periodic movement, D) Daily circulation. 
33. Isolate the two cultural factors which influence the intensity and type of farming in a place 
1. Land tenure system 2. Inheritance laws and fragmentation of holdings 3. Level of technology 
4. The role of the state A) 1 and 2 B) 2 and 3 c) 1 and 4 D) 2 and 4 
34. Isolate from the Iist below, a characteristics of intensive commercial fârming.
 
A) High income per farmer B) High yield per ma C) Low inputs per person D) Low yields per man
 
35. Which of the following is an aspect of the Green Revolution?
 
A Non-use of fertilizers and pesticides B Irrigation and terracing
 
C Land fragmentation D Little use of scientific research
 
36) Study the list of industries in Cameroon below L.M.N and Q, and answer question 36.
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L=Brewery in Douala, M=Aluminum smelting in Edea,
 
N=Food processing in Yaounde, Q=wood in Mbalmayo.
 
From the Iist of industries and locations above, which of the industry is energy oriented? A) M B)O
 
C)N D) L
 
37. Which of the following is not an essential requirement for the establishment of a large 
manufacturing industry? A) Access to the source of power B) Access to labour force 

38)Which of the following is the best criteria used to distinguish between rural and urban settlement? 
A) function, B) population composition, C) Fabric appearance, D) population growth. 
39)AII except one does not influence the threshold of a gooet or service. Which is the exception? 

A). Elastic of demand, B) consumers income, C) price of goods, D) Elasticity of supply. 
40) What name is given to Iines joining ail places with equal transport cost for moving either the raw 
materials or finished goods of an industry? A) isodapan, b) space cost curves, c) isotims, D) critical 
isodapanes. 
41) Identify the one industry among the following whose material index or (MI) according to Weber is 
less than 1. A) the making of beer by brasseries du Cameroon, b) the making of sugar by SOSUCAM in 
Mbandjock, c) the making oftea by Ndawara tea estate, d) the making of palm oil by CDC in Mondoni 
42)Water as a site factor for rural settlement location provides ail of the following except one, A) 
transport facilities, B) HEP generation, C)domestic uses, D) irrigation for agriculture 
43)Which land use occupies the most accessible location within the city? A) industrial, B) commercial, C) 
recreational, D) residential 
44)The maximum distance covered by consuiTIers to procure goods or services is described as ? A) 
distance decay of goods or services, B) the threshold of goods and services, C) the order goods and 
services, D) range of goods or services 
45)The area served by a town and from where the town derives much of its sustenance is called? A) 
urban outskirts, B) urban blight, C) urban fringe, D) Urban sphere of influence. 
46)ln the central place theory, six lower order settlements located at the angles of the hexagons will 
represent which ofthe following K- values? A) K7 B) K3 C) k4 D) k9. 
47) The resources that will be given the highest weighting by ail settlers because of the regularity and 
frequency of use is. A) fertile soil, b) building materials, c) water supply, d) fuel supply. 
48)Which ofthe following combinatibns consist of only African trade blocs? A) CEMAC, EAEU, ECOWAS, 
B) EU, LAFTA, CEMAC, C) ECOWAS, EEC, CEMAC, D) EFTA, LAFTA, ASEAN. 
49)AII of the following are evidence of contemporary climate change except one. Identify the exception 
A) Rising temperatures, B) Accumulation of ice, C) Rising sea level, D) High incidence of weather 
extremes and disasters. 
50)Deforestation in Cameroon is Iikely to have ail these effects except one: Drying up of most streams, -- ~ 
B) increase area of most derived sa,:,anna, C) increase biodiversity, D) increase in the rate of erosion. su
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